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Empty rakes take to the track on Pamban bridge

CSIR-SERC                                                                                 8th January, 2019

More than a month after suspension of rail services on Pamban rail bridge after some

members of the Scherzer’s span developed cracks, the Madurai division of Southern

Railway test-ran empty rakes of an express train on the structure on Monday. The

railway division ran the empty rakes of Tirupati– Rameswaram Express after terminating

the service at Mandapam as a team of engineers from the Structural Engineering

Research Centre (SERC), Chennai, tested the stress after installing sensors in one section

of the span.

SERC Director Santosh Kapuria, who inspected the bridge on Monday, told reporters that

the centre, a constituent research laboratory of the Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research (CSIR), had sought a month’s time to complete the testing and submit a report

to Southern Railway. The centre would try to submit the report even before that.

After submission of the report, it was for Southern Railway to take a decision on

resumption on rail services on the bridge.

The Railways had already carried out retrofit measures. SERC would test the span for

necessary loading for the railway wagons and inform the railways, he said.

“After the test we will be able to say whether as of now the stresses are within permissible

limits,” he said.

After installing sensors in one section of the span, SERC engineers found that they

worked fine when the empty rakes passed through the span in the bridge. After installing

sensors on the other section, they would conduct load testing and submit report to the

railways on the safety of the span in the bridge, he said.
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SERC would take 15 days to complete the testing. “We will assess the maximum strain and

stress to critical members of the span during full load testing,” he said replying to a question.

Meanwhile, the Madurai division announced that the Rameswaram–Tirupati express, which

was scheduled to leave Mandapam at 4.30 p.m. would leave at 11.30 pm.

https://www.deccanherald.com/national/3-agencies-join-hands-develop-710889.html
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Forest dept, IIIM form committee to collaborate on phytopharma

production

CSIR-IIIM                                                                                    5th January, 2019

JAMMU: Principal Chief Conservator of Forests, Suresh Chugh Thursday reviewed

modalities for development of Phyto-Pharmaceutical Drugs from the medicinal plants in

Jammu & Kashmir in association with Indian Institute of Integrative Medicine (IIIM), an

Institute of Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). Director CISR – Indian

Institute of Integrative Medicine Ram Vishukarma, and Consultant of Indian Institute

of Integrative Medicine (IIIM) YS Bedi attended the meeting and made a presentation on

the subject. It was decided in the meeting that there are a number of areas where the two

organizations can cooperate.

Since the medicinal plant resource is with the Forest department and IIIM can take up

research activity on certain selected medicinal plants and later the outcome of the

research can be shared between the two organizations. In this regard, a committee of

officers was constituted under Director, State Forest Research Institute, J&K, and two

Conservators CF East and CF West to develop the modalities in association with Indian

Institute of Integrative Medicine (IIIM) so that a MoU is framed with the Indian

Institute of Integrative Medicine and cooperation between the two agencies is given a go-

ahead. The meeting among others was attended by Abdul Ghani, Chief Conservator of

Forests Central, Sameer Bharati, Chief Conservator of Forests Jammu, S. Mohinder

Singh, Conservator of Forests Central Circle, B. Mohan Das, Conservator of Forest East

Circle, Dr. Jitender Kumar, Conservator of Forests West Circle.

Published in:
Kashmir Reader

https://kashmirreader.com/2019/01/04/forest-dept-iiim-form-committee-to-collaborate-on-phytopharma-production/
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Eastern expressway cut air pollution in Delhi by 7%: CRRI study

CSIR-CRRI                                                                                  4th January, 2019

The Central Road Research Institute (CRRI) conducted the study on behalf of the Delhi

government’s environment department, taking the source apportionment study done by

IIT Kanpur in 2016, as its basis. The Eastern Peripheral Expressway, which was launched

in May 2018, has brought down vehicular pollution in Delhi by at least 7%, a recent study

has indicated.

The Central Road Research Institute (CRRI) conducted the study on behalf of the Delhi

government’s environment department, taking the source apportionment study done by

IIT Kanpur in 2016, as its basis. “..The results have been submitted to the environment

department,” said Ravindra Kumar, head of transportation planning and environment at

CSIR-CRRI.

A senior official of the environment department said the results of the latest study show

that while levels of nitrogen dioxide has shot up by 7% along EPE the level of carbon

monoxide has increased by 2.5%. The level of particulate matter has also gone up by 0.9%

along the EPE because of increased vehicular activities after the expressway was thrown

open in May 2018.

“The EPE was expected to reduce the number of heavy diesel truck traffic that enters the

national capital triggering traffic chaos and air pollution. The fact that pollution levels

along the EPE have gone up, indicates that the same amount of pollution has gone down

inside the city,” said a senior official of the Delhi environment department, who is privy to

the report.
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The study, which was conducted over a period of 48 hours in mid-November 2018, shows that

on an average 10,000 vehicles were using the EPE every day. Out of this, around 32% are

trucks and 60% are cars. Around 8% of the vehicles are other types of vehicles, including

buses and tractors, the official said. An IIT Kanpur-study had earlier stated that vehicles

contribute around 36% of nitrogen dioxide and 20% of PM2.5 in Delhi. A further breakdown

of pollution sources done by TERI and ARAI in 2018 revealed that among the vehicles,

trucks contribute the highest pollution of 8%, followed by two-wheelers (7%), and three-

wheelers (5%).

“That the vehicular pollution is showing a decreasing trend because of the EPE is a good

sign. Vehicular pollution is expected to go down further because of the inauguration of the

Western Peripheral Expressway,” said Sunita Narain, member of the Supreme Court

appointed body Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority (EPCA). It was

estimated that around 25,000-30,000 heavy goods vehicles, which pay the environment

compensation charge (ECC), would use the six-lane Eastern Peripheral Expressway every

day. But since it opened, only around 16,000 of them use the EPE per day, an audit report

prepared by the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) earlier in September 2018

had stated. The report was submitted to the SC-appointed Environment Pollution

(Prevention and Control) Authority (EPCA) the same month.

Eastern Peripheral Expressway was aimed at diverting at least 50,000 vehicles going to

Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab, Haryana, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan,

decongesting the national Capital and bringing down vehicular pollution.

The western wing of the peripheral expressway, which connects Kundli with Manesar and

Palwal, opened in November last year.

https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/eastern-expressway-cut-air-pollution-in-delhi-by-7-crri-study/story-yMCsMTnzdMw9VB08CveS4L.html
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Entrepreneurship Development programme on skill training begins

CSIR-NML                                                                                   4th January, 2019

Jamshedpur, Jan. 3: The Module 1 of the Entrepreneurship Development Programme on

“Skill training on Total Waste Management for Rural Entrepreneurship Development”

organized by National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) in association with

RELEARN Foundation started on 3rd January. The first day of this ten days training

program started with state master trainer Sushant Kumar training the participants on

paper up cycling.

This training program is being organized under the Skill India Scheme for

Entrepreneurship Development in North East and Rural Areas. Over the span of ten days

the youth belonging to the age group of 21 yrs to 45 yrs from across the country will be

trained on Total Waste Management focusing on waste generated in rural areas,

community waste collection system, value added product development by resource

persons like Gaurav Anand, Chief Manager Jusco, P. Chatterjee CSIR-CMERI, Prof

Prabal Kumar Sen, founder chairperson, EDC, XLRI, Dr. Mita Tarafder, Chief Scientist,

CSIR- NML.

The module 1 of the training program will be conducted in Vijaya Garden from 10am to

4pm. A one month active training will be provided to the participants on the successful

completion of this ten day training program. The event turned out to be a successful due

to the endeavors of Kumari Namita, Deepak Dhibar, Madhumita, Geeta and Rashmi.

Published in:
Avenue Mail

https://www.avenuemail.in/jamshedpur/entrepreneurship-development-programme-on-skill-training-begins/127620/
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Get personal alcometer for Rs 100 by next yr

CSIR-CEERI                                                                                3rd January, 2019

Scientists at the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research-Central Electronics

Engineering Research Institute (CSIR-CEERI), Pilani, Rajasthan, have developed a

cheaper, handy and app-based alcometer. At present, cops use imported alcometers priced

between Rs 4,000 and Rs 5,000.Satyam Srivastava, a scientist at CEERI, said, “As of date,

there is no India-made breath analyser available. But we have developed some cheaper

instruments, which will be available between Rs 100 and Rs 1,000 in the market by the

next year. After getting its patent, we signed a non-disclosure agreement with two Indian

companies. We will transfer the technology to them and they will start manufacturing the

products for Indian market.”

Srivastava added, “Our alcometers are mobile app-based and will help cops take down the

vehicle number, image of the violator and value being recorded. They can take a printout

of the same to produce as proof in court.” He added that the India-made devices would be

more accurate.

While devices to be used by the police will be priced at Rs 1,000, keychain-sized smaller

versions for personal use will be available for just Rs 100. Those consuming alcohol will

be able to test themselves before hitting the road. The app with the device will tell them

time alcohol concentration will take to come within the permissible limits.

Pramod Kumar Tanwar, head, business development, CEERI, said, “We have also

developed diabetes detectors. These are used like breath analysers and require no blood

sample.”

Published in:
The Tribune

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/jalandhar/get-personal-alcometer-for-rs-100-by-next-yr/708565.html
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Gujarat Chamber of  Commerce and Industry to become gateway 

for MSMEs to access CSIR tech

CSIR-IICT                                                                                   2nd January, 2019

Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) in Gujarat will soon be able to access

technology of Indian Institute of Chemical Technology (II-CT) of Council of Scientific

and Industrial Research (CS-IR). Leaders of IICT and Gujarat Chamber of Commerce

and Industry (GCCI) will soon concretize the agreement.

This will involve technological research for MSMEs, Transfer of Technology (ToT) as

well as solutions related to effluent treatments. The announcement was made during an

interactive meet between members of GCCI and senior officials of CSIR – IICT in

Ahmedabad on Thursday. S Chandrasekhar, director of CSIR-IICT said that until

recently, over three dozen laboratories of CSIR was partnering with large companies and

institutes affiliated to Defence Research and Development Organization (DRDO). Such

partnerships with MSMEs is a recent phenomenon. "We have a similar arrangement with

bulk drug manufacturers in Hyderabad. We are eyeing MSMEs from Gujarat as well,"

said Chandrasekhar.

GCCI president Jaimin Vasa said that GCCI will act as a single point contact for local

MSMEs willing to access technology of IICT or outsourcing Research and Development

(R&D) to IICT. "Companies in fields of chemicals, pharmaceuticals, or for that matter any

sector which may find technology of IICT useful can approach GCCI for the same," said

Vasa. Chandrasekhar said that the collaboration will be useful for MSMEs as they cannot

conduct in-house R&D, but they require it as much as their larger peers.

Published in:
Daily News & Analysis

https://www.dnaindia.com/ahmedabad/report-gujarat-chamber-of-commerce-and-industry-to-become-gateway-for-msmes-to-access-csir-tech-2704079
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3 agencies to develop drugs based on ancient texts

CSIR                                                                                           2nd January, 2019

Three Indian science research agencies have joined hands to develop drugs on the basis of

ancient Indian knowledge with the underlying objective of making such medicines

acceptable to doctors. At the moment, the practitioners of modern medicine come

through the rigorous, scientific drug development process— a reality that may change

with the new linkage between CSIR, ICMR and the Department of Biotechnology

(DBT). On the table are seven drug candidates— four from the Council of Scientific &

Industrial Research (CSIR), two from Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) and

one from a DBT-funded institute in Imphal— which would be evaluated though the

standard drug development route of pre-clinical and clinical trials.

These molecules have shown promise in laboratory studies on pain management,

paediatric epilepsy, rheumatoid arthritis, gastric ulcer, neurodegenerative brain diseases,

diabetes and cognitive dysfunction. The source plants range from cannabis to brahmi and

ashwgandha. “The CSIR will come out with the R&D breakthrough and do the pre-

clinical studies, while DBT will fund part of the research as well as to prepare the

Investigational New Drug dossier that needs to be presented to the Drugs Controller

General of India (DCGI). ICMR will fund and conduct the clinical trials,” Ram

Vishwarka, who heads CSIR's Indian Institute of Integrative Medicine, Jammu, told DH.

Four out of the seven leads to be taken up under this programme came from the CSIR's

Jammu institute. The new association comes three years after DCGI recognised phyto-

pharmaceuticals as a new class of drugs besides chemical entities and biologicals. They

are plant-based medicines which will be approved by the DCGI after scientific studies and

clinical trials unlike the herbal drugs that are approved by the AYUSH regulators on the
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basis of a very limited evaluation procedure. The United States Food and Drug

Administration approved phyto-pharmaceuticals as a new class of drugs in 2005 and three

new molecule in the last 13 years. So far, DCGI has not approved any such medicine for the

Indian market. While CSIR had launched the phyto-pharmaceutical mission about a year

back, the agreement between the three agencies was signed on Monday.

“This approach, being tried in the country for the first time, would lead to taking up of the

identified activities in the mission mode through best of the institutions,” CSIR said in a press

statement.

https://www.deccanherald.com/national/3-agencies-join-hands-develop-710889.html
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Lecture on ‘evolution of  solar system’ at NIO

CSIR-NIO                                                                                    1st January, 2019

PANAJI: CSIR-National Institute of Oceanography (NIO), Dona Paula will be

celebrating its 53rd Foundation Day on January 1. On this occasion, the institute will

remain open for public from 9.30 to 11.30 am.

The people can visit the institute and view the marine aquarium that simulates coral

ecosystem, models of research ships, exhibits of instruments used for oceanographic

research, specimens of marine minerals rich in metals such as iron, manganese, copper,

nickel, cobalt, and artefacts found by divers from ancient shipwrecks and marine

archaeological sites, as well as films on ocean science, says a press communiqué issued

here.

Later in the afternoon, a lecture on ‘Origin and Early Evolution of the Solar System’ will

be delivered by PadmaShri Dr J N Goswami, former director of Physical Research

Laboratory (PRL), Ahmedabad at the S Z Qasim Auditorium (NIO Auditorium), at 3.30

pm.

Dr Goswami is from Assam, and was born on November 18, 1950. He was the chief

scientist of Chandrayaan-1, and also associated with Chandrayaan-2 and Mangalyaan. His

main subject of research is solar system and astrophysics. He and his associate scientists

have proven that the main resource of energy of solar system at the time of its origin

was 26Al nuclide in its half life. He has also worked on cosmic rays, tectonic plates and

concluded many theories. He was an associate scientist of cosmic ray experiment and

chief scientist of lunar samples at spacecraft spacelab. He is popularly known as ‘The

moon man of India.’
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His talk will emphasise on the quest for understanding the formation and evolution of the

Sun and solar system. It will delve on the systematic studies to understand stellar objects,

including stars and planets, started more than 2600 years back, when Pythagoras suggested

‘Earth is a sphere and all other heavenly bodies are perfect sphere.’

The talk will also deal with the advances in astrophysical studies and postulates, coupled with

observational capabilities for studying stellar and planetary objects.

It will also elaborate on the extensive studies done at PRL over more than a decade that

suggest that the formation of the Sun and solar system was triggered by an exploding star, a

supernova, that is now accepted by the scientific community.

http://www.navhindtimes.in/lecture-on-evolution-of-solar-system-at-nio/https:/www.deccanherald.com/national/3-agencies-join-hands-develop-710889.html
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